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The USGenWeb Election Committee hereby respectfully submits the following Quarterly Report to 
the USGenWeb Advisory Board. 

Elizabeth Harris resigned from the EC and Richard Pettys was selected to replace her. He was 
approved and seated in the early part of October. 

At the end of the 3rd Qtr the EC was preparing to hold a poll for the AB for NENC SC 
Representative. Nominations were opened. While nominations were in progress the EC was 
requested to host an election for a new SC for the State of AL. This election was held concurrent 
with the Poll and new SC was seated for AL. The Poll was concluded and the results forwarded to 
the AB. 

The EC was requested to host an election for a new SC for the State of TX. As this was underway 
the AB requested the EC to hold a Poll for the replacement of the NW Plains CC Representative. 
The EC members began trying to update the membership list of the NW Plains region. This proved 
to be difficult as several regional SCs did not respond to the EC's request for updates. While the 
updating was continuing the EC concluded the election for the SC of TX. The Poll for the NW Plains 
CC was concluded and the results forwarded to AB. 

The EC requested permission from the AB to elect a new EC Chair prior to Jan 1st to allow the new 
Chair the opportunity to work with the departing Chair. This approval was granted and the EC 
members elected Ellen Pack as the new Chair. 

Linda Davenport, the departing Chair, posted detailed procedures for most of the Committee's jobs 
and activities. 

As of December 31st, Linda Davenport and Sara Greer's terms on the EC were over. The EC would
like to thank them for their hard work and dedication to the EC. 

The EC would also like to extend its appreciation to Linda Davenport, former EC Chair, for her 
invaluable assistance in preparing this report. 



Respectfully,
Ellen Pack
Chair, USGenWeb Election Committee
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